The uses of surveillance cameras help
improve what it means to feel safe
and secure outside of one’s home.
They offer advantages in regards
to protecting families, children and
pets. Installing a surveillance camera
provides the benefit of allowing the
viewer to keep an eye out for activity
taking place outside the home.
WH Security offers security cameras
with a variety of options. Based on
your preferences, each camera
is customizable.

For instance, they can be set to record
or not record and can be outside;
during daylight hours, at night or all
the time. As for viewing methods,
camera observation can be seen
over the Internet, television, or on a
monitor that is available in
many sizes.
In addition, cameras can be placed in
various locations outside the home,
some ideas include: outside a door,
above a driveway or near a pool.
The benefits of a surveillance camera
are limitless. For more information,
visit http://www.wh-security.com/ or
contact a representative at
(763) 477-3664.

In order to prevent a
burglary from occurring
at your home or business
during the winter, there
are several steps that can
be taken:
First, it is important
to think like a burglar
and look for features
on your property that
offer opportunities to
an intruder.
For example, an
unplowed driveway may
be a sign to burglars
that your property
is unoccupied. It is
recommended that
you arrange for your
driveway to be plowed
regularly, especially if you
are absent for extended
periods of time.

this type of lighting turn
on and off in a way that
simulates your normal
patterns will create the
illusion of movement
from room to room, even
if you are not there.

WH Security has new
options for security
customers. A service
agreement protects users
against unexpected
repairs or replacements
that may be necessary.

For more information
about security, visit:
http://www.wh-security.
com/ or call a contact a
representative at 		
(763) 477-3664.

Through the use of this system, a user
can take advantage of controlling
their home’s security, lights, locks,
thermostat and appliances from
anywhere they have an 			
Internet connection.

Dispatcher

In addition, there is an
extended agreement
that covers parts, labor
and trip charges for
systems of 12 zones or
less for $10.95 or $15.95,
depending on the size of
the system.

www.wh-security.com

Regardless of which
agreement a subscriber
chooses, both include
one free security system
check annually.
Protect your security
system with a service
agreement plan today.
Contact a representative
at (763) 477-3664.

customer service: (763) 477-3664; info@whe.org
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(800) 943-2667
(763) 477-3000

Protect the place that matters most with
Control My Home

Overall, your home
or business’s security
system is the best form of
protection, but keeping
these tips in mind will be
especially useful in the
winter months.

Creating visability around an
exterior’s structure allows for
increased visibility and will help
prevent a possible intruder.

The basic agreement
now covers labor and trip
charges for $5 per month.

Dispatcher
Many homeowners create a living
environment designed for comfort,
security, and with energy conservation
in mind. To help you feel secure and
protect the place that matters most,
WH Security offers an interactive
system called, “Control My Home,” that
works with WH Security systems and is
powered by Alarm.com.

WH Security provides new
service agreement options

There are now three
service agreement
options that range
in price based on
coverage type.
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Protect your Prevent Crime in the Winter
Burglaries can occur at
In addition, make sure to
levels of a home. Having
time of the day, but
keep your garage door
lighting around an
property with any
because the daylight
closed and have doors
exterior’s structure allows
hours are shorter during
and windows locked.
for increased visibility to
WH Security’s winter, vandals will take
spot suspicious activity.
Next, ensure that all
advantage of longer
potential entry points
Another bright idea is
surveillance hours
of darkness. Home
on
your
property
are
to use automatic light
or business owners
well
lit
in
the
dark
winter
timers throughout a
should be extra vigilant
cameras
evenings.
This
includes
home or business. Having
during this time.

Control My Home can also send alerts
to a user’s cell phone or email when WH
Security system’s sensors are triggered.
Likewise, a user can create custom
alerts or access video equipment based
on their needs.
For example, one may want to be
alerted when their child arrives home
from school, when the medicine
cabinet opens or when a specific house
door is opened. Add-on features are
available that can lock and unlock
doors remotely or disarm your home’s
security system with just a touch of a
button.
Control My Home can help a
homeowner save on their electric bill
through home energy management.
A user can remotely control, manage
and schedule their home’s energy use
by utilizing interactive web site and
mobile phone applications to
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You can control your home’s
thermostat, lights, locks and even
outlets, from anywhere you have an Internet connection
with WH Security’s Control My Home service!
Total home
security

Lights
Thermostat

Video
camera

(763) 477-3664
wh-security.com

Door locks
Control My Home service i s a common add-on to a security system. This feature must be used in conjunction
with cellular communication, not a landline connection. Features start at an additional $2.50 per month.
Equipment costs may apply.

remotely access and control their
home’s thermostat and outlets, both
while occupied and away. Energy
management is applied by regulating
and setting schedules to lights,
thermostats and appliances.
For instance, one’s home heating or air
conditioning can be turned off during
the day and then on again on their way
home from work.

Overall, the Control My Home security
system provides instant notification;
alerts and access to a user’s property
while they are away. The system is easyto-use and can fit individual needs.
For more information, visit:
http://goo.gl/IQcVF or contact a
representative at (763) 477-3664.
See cont. stories on pg. 2

